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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to obtain new empirical evidence about the connections between equity
trading activity and five possible liquidity determinants: market capitalisation, dividend yield, earnings yield,
company growth and the distinction between recently listed firms as opposed to more established ones.
Design/methodology/approach – The authors use a sample of 172 stocks from four European markets
and estimate models using the entire sample data and different sub-samples to check the relative importance
of the above determinants. The authors also conduct a factor analysis to re-classify the variables into a more
succinct framework.
Findings – The evidence suggests that market capitalisation is the most important trading activity
determinant, and the number of years listed ranks thereafter.
Research limitations/implications – The positive relation between trading activity and market
capitalisation is in line with prior literature, while the findings relating to the other determinants offer further
empirical evidence which is a worthy addition in view of the contradictory results in prior research.
Practical implications – This study is of relevance to practitioners who would like to understand the
cross-sectional variation in stock liquidity at a more detailed level.
Originality/value – The originality of the paper rests on two important grounds: the authors focus on
trading turnover rather than on other liquidity proxies, since the former is accepted as an important
determinant of the liquidity-generation process, and the authors adopt a rigorous approach towards checking
the robustness of the results by considering various sub-sample configurations.
Keywords Dividend yield, European equity markets, Factor analysis, Liquidity, Liquidity determinants,
Market capitalisation, Newly established firms, Securities markets, Trading activity
Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
The impacts of distinct market features on stock trading constitute an important aspect of
finance research, particularly in view of the increased emphasis on market microstructure
issues. Trading volumes and liquidity are of central importance as detailed below, and these
two features are closely inter-related as shown in the studies of Jones (2001), Amihud (2002),
Foucault et al. (2005) and Rosu (2009). Whilst the terms liquidity and trading volumes
convey close similarity, one should note that prior studies yielded mixed evidence regarding
the link between the two variables. For instance, Lee et al. (1993) documented a negative
relationship in the context of the New York Stock Exchange, whereas Khang and King
(2010) reported a positive relationship in case of the US Treasury note market. In addition,
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the transaction cost aspect relating to liquidity is not readily captured by yardsticks such as
trading turnover or number of shares transacted.

One main factor which explains the interest in trading volumes is that it constitutes an
important determinant of liquidity (Brennan and Subrahmanyam, 1996). The latter
attracted the attention of academics, partly because finance theory typically assumes that
securities may be transacted without incurring adverse liquidity-related price impacts.
Traders are interested in the topic given that illiquidity increases transaction costs and may
even compromise strategy feasibility.

The impact of liquidity on stock prices is of central pertinence in finance literature, and
studies suggest that liquidity influences stock prices – at least in the short term. Liquidity
shocks may be expected to exert a considerable impact on asset prices (Pastor and
Stambaugh, 2003; Bekaert et al., 2007), even in the absence of any changes in fundamental
values (Chordia et al., 2003). Reduced liquidity may result in non-synchronous trading
effects which give the impression that prices react to news with a delay (Day and Wang,
2002; Camilleri and Green, 2014). Conversely, liquid markets are inherently more efficient
since their ability to accommodate order flow results in lower price impact of transactions
which deviates trading prices from the inherent value of securities (Chordia et al., 2005).
Amihud and Mendelson (1986) suggest that firms may reduce their cost of capital by
improving the liquidity of their shares.

One important element which illustrates the distinction between trading activity and
liquidity is the diversity of traders’ opinions, as elaborated by Harris and Raviv (1993)
and Tambakis (2006). Diversity of opinion is more likely to materialise in two-sided order
flow, which is essential for traders to find counterparties. Conversely, when markets panic
and order flow is mainly on the sell side, liquidity is likely to be low despite the typical
increase in trading activity witnessed during market crises.

In view of such insights, the liquidity-generation process and its influencers are vital in
understanding the dynamics of securities markets with the aim of facilitating trading activity.
The latter may be expected to materialise in noteworthy advantages such as the ability to trade
assets promptly with minimum price impact and the fostering of investment and capital inflows.

In this paper we focus on the connections between equity trading activity and five
business-specific characteristics: market capitalisation (CAP), dividend yield (DY), earnings
yield (EY), growth rate (GR) and the distinction between established firms and those which
were listed relatively recently (YRS). These linkages are assessed through a sample of equities
assembled from four European markets: the London Stock Exchange, the Madrid Stock
Exchange, the Malta Stock Exchange and the Vienna Stock Exchange. Our data set therefore
comprises a mixture of securities emanating from both established and novel trading venues.
In particular we sample 50 random stocks from each exchange, with the exception of theMalta
Stock Exchange from where we take the whole population of traded equities amounting to 22.

We estimate different models to inquire which of the former variables are significantly
related to the cross-sectional variation in trading turnover of the sampled stocks. We then
consider sub-samples as a form of robustness check, and also re-organise the variables
into factors (using factor analysis) to achieve a more succinct insight regarding trading
activity influencers.

The layout of this paper is as follows. We review the relevant literature in Section 2,
while Section 3 offers details about the methodology. In Section 4 we describe the data set
and the empirical results are presented in the subsequent section. Section 6 concludes.

2. Literature review
2.1 Trading activity and liquidity: connections and related proxies
The important connections between trading activity and liquidity were analysed since as
early as Demsetz (1968) and Tinic (1972) who proposed that trading volume constitutes a
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main determinant of liquidity, together with other factors such as firm size and volatility.
As explained above, higher trading activity does not automatically imply additional
liquidity and therefore the concepts are not perfect substitutes. Having said this, in view of
the important connections between the two variables, in this literature review we include
those studies where the main focus lies on trading activity as well as liquidity.

Amihud and Mendelson (1986) defined the concept of liquidity as the ease with which an
asset is traded whilst offering the lowest possible price concession. In this way the tighter
the difference between the trading price and the inherent value of an asset, the higher the
liquidity. This notion may be approximated by the bid-ask spread, where a higher spread
implies a higher price concession being offered to attract a trading counterparty. Studies such
as Amihud andMendelson (1991), Eleswarapu (1997) and Elyasiani et al. (2000) suggested that
traders demand higher returns to compensate for lower liquidity. Jeong et al. (2018) reported
that since investors are risk averse, a decrease in liquidity may have wider impacts on security
prices as compared to a commensurate increase in liquidity.

Given that liquidity is a multi-faceted concept as discussed by Kyle (1985), a range of
liquidity proxies was proposed in academic literature. For instance, Brennan and
Subrahmanyam (1996) confirmed that trading volume is a determinant of liquidity, and this
yardstick was used as a liquidity proxy in various studies such as Chordia et al. (2001). Lo and
Wang (2000) contended that share turnover is the most suited proxy of trading activity.

The bid-ask spread is a commonly used measure of liquidity, with Amihud and
Mendelson (1986) being one of the first studies that proposed the spread as a liquidity proxy.
Further studies such as Cenesizoglu and Grass (2018) refined this concept to distinguish
between bid-side liquidity and ask-side liquidity. Despite this, the bid-ask spread also
captures tendencies which are only indirectly related to liquidity since a considerable
component of it is related to information asymmetries and the probability of informed
trading (Glosten and Harris, 1988; Madhavan and Smidt, 1991).

Datar et al. (1998) used the turnover rate as a liquidity proxy – the ratio of the number of
shares traded to the number of shares outstanding. Amihud (2002) proposed an illiquidity
ratio which serves as a proxy for the price impact of a transaction; again, the concept is related
to the idea that traders expect a compensation which is negatively related to the liquidity of an
asset. Given that the former proxies are measuring the same aspect – liquidity – one should
note that there are important connections between them. For instance, Chordia et al. (2006)
reported strong links between trading volume and the bid-ask spread.

2.2 Trading activity influencers
Prior literature suggests that the level of trading activity and liquidity may be influenced by
various factors as outlined below.

Security prices. Santosa and Laksana (2011) found that trading activity in stocks may be
sensitive to the absolute level of the security price, and similarly Heflin and Shaw (2000)
reported that the spread is negatively correlated to share prices.

Volatility. Studies such as Tinic (1972) found a negative relation between trading activity
and volatility, while Stoll (1978), Jegadeesh and Subrahmanyam (1993) and Heflin and Shaw
(2000) reported that the bid-ask spread is positively correlated with volatility. One possible
reason accounting for the latter relationship is that more volatile stocks imply higher
uncertainty which amplifies adverse selection problems. Nonetheless, some particular
investors (including institutional ones) may prefer to trade higher volatility stocks, possibly
because they offer a potential for higher profits (Falkenstein, 1996; Ng and Wu, 2006).
Conversely, other fund managers may prefer low volatility stocks (Pinnuck, 2004).

Trading setup features. Trading activity may also be influenced by the trading system
and related protocols. Kalay et al. (2002) reported higher trading volumes for Tel Aviv Stock
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Exchange securities which shifted to continuous trading, and lower volumes for those
stocks which remained in the call auction system. Camilleri and Green (2009) found that
following the suspension of the opening and closing call auctions on the National Stock
Exchange of India, there were higher trading volumes which exceeded the typical upward
trends over time. Masoud (2013) reported that the conversion to an electronic trading system
on the Amman Stock Exchange in the year 2000 resulted in higher trading volumes.
Similarly, Yılmaz et al. (2015) found that systems upgrades in various emerging markets
resulted in higher trading activity and lower spreads. In the context of the introduction of
the hybrid market by the New York Stock Exchange, Hendershott and Moulton (2011)
noted that the increased automation resulted in a reduction of order execution time but
increased the spread. Gresse (2017) concluded that liquidity may be sensitive to competition
between multiple-trading venues and the degree of algorithmic trading.

Cross-listings. Studies such as Correia and Amaral (2014), Pagano et al. (2002) and
Moel (2001) suggested that securities liquidity is also affected by decisions to cross-list on
overseas markets, partly as trading venues are pressured to upgrade their standards to
avoid listed shares migrating to overseas markets.

Financing structure of the firm. The capital structure and financial leverage of a firm may
also be related to the liquidity of its shares. For instance, Lipson and Mortal (2009)
contended that since investors require a lower return from liquid stocks, the latter firms may
be more inclined to issue equity. On the other hand, Lesmond et al. (2008) found that as firms
substitute debt for equity, information asymmetry gets more pronounced and therefore the
cost of liquidity is likely to increase.

Shareholding composition. The ownership concentration and the degree to which
institutional investors hold equity in the firm may also influence liquidity. For instance,
Amihud and Mendelson (2000) and Pham et al. (2003) contended that ownership dispersion is
likely to raise liquidity. Similar tendencies were noted by Kale and Loon (2011) and Acedo et al.
(2008). Dang et al. (2019) reported that stocks with higher institutional ownerships experienced
higher liquidity shocks in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. Heflin and Shaw (2000)
found that spreads are positively related to ownership concentration.

Corporate governance and company management. The studies by Correia and Amaral
(2014) and Chung et al. (2010) suggested that the shares of firms which adopt higher
corporate governance standards are more liquid. Goh et al. (2009) contended that this is
mainly attributable to a resulting reduction of agency problems. Aspara (2013) analysed the
trading choices of a sample of individual investors and found that the quality of
management is likely to impact on such decisions. Other studies suggested that securities
tend to be more liquid when the underlying assets of the firm are more liquid as well
(Gopalan et al., 2012; Correia and Amaral, 2014).

Serial dependencies. Various studies suggest specific tendencies in trading activity and
liquidity across time. Authors such as Mcinish and Wood (1992) reported that trading
volume and the spread are higher at the initial phase of the trading day and just before the
closing of the session. Chordia et al. (2003) focussed on market-wide liquidity on the New
York Stock Exchange for the period 1988–1998 and found that trading activity varied
across days of the week and increased prior to particular macroeconomic announcements.
Other studies which suggested that trading activity differs across weekdays include Foster
and Viswanathan (1990, 1993).

Other features. Friewald et al. (2017) analysed data for the US structured product market
and reported that securities which are mainly traded by institutions, and those that have
lower credit risk tend to be more liquid.

In this study, we focus on the following five characteristics and inquire whether they
influence the trading activity of our sampled stocks.
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Market capitalisation (CAP). The connection between CAP and liquidity was
investigated since Demsetz (1968) found that firm size, trading volume and trading
frequency rank amongst the main determinants of liquidity. The literature proposed that
one may expect a positive relationship between firm size and liquidity given that larger
firms attract more investors’ attention and scrutiny from analysts (Merton, 1987)
and in addition the securities of larger firms are less prone to information asymmetry
(Harris, 1994). Similarly, large-cap stocks are characterised by more information flows,
wider analyst coverage and higher market efficiency (Looi and Gallagher, 2006). As per the
empirical study of Bhushan (1989), trading volumes are positively related to analysts’
coverage. In addition, the largest stocks are more likely to be included in a market index and
this causes additional trading activity as portfolios get rebalanced to reflect changes in
index compositions (Greenwood and Sosner, 2007). A further reason why one may expect
higher trading activity in large-cap stocks is the “flight-to-quality” behaviour which
increases the trades in the most prominent securities when investors get nervous about
economic prospects (Apergis et al., 2015). Conversely, in case of intermediated markets, the
tendency for lower competition between market-makers in the context of smaller-cap stocks
may contribute towards higher spreads (Bessembinder and Kaufman, 1997).

Such positive relationship between trading activity and firm size was confirmed in
empirical studies such as Amihud and Mendelson (1986), Stoll (2000) and Bessembinder (2003)
and it was analysed in theoretical models such as Lo andWang (2006). Heflin and Shaw (2000)
observed that the spread is negatively correlated to firm size. In their analysis of US stocks for
the period 1963–2002, Chordia et al. (2007) found that firm size, together with other variables,
is significant in explaining subsequent trading activity. Similarly, Francisco (2010) studied a
sample of Brazilian equities for the period 1995–2010 and empirically found that liquidity is
positively correlated with firm size and the number of shares in issue. Alnaif (2014) reported
that for a sample of stocks trading on the Amman Stock Exchange during the period
2011–2013, CAPwas positively related to stockmarket liquidity. Collver (2014) reported larger
spreads for small-CAP stocks in the US markets. Pinnuck (2004) and Ng and Wu (2006)
analysed trading trends on the Australian and the Chinese markets, respectively, and found
that institutional investors prefer high CAP stocks. Thus, the literature seems to converge on
a positive relationship between trading activity and CAP.

Dividend yield (DY). Empirical evidence, such as Griffin (2010) and Na’ura (2016), pointed
at a negative connection between DY and stock liquidity, possibly due to a likelihood of firms
paying higher dividends as a compensation for lower share liquidity. A further possible
relationship between DY and trading activity lies in dividend-capture strategies, whereby
traders hold stocks for a brief period during which they expect to earn a cash dividend.
Karpoff and Walkling (1990) confirmed that dividend-capture strategies may explain salient
tendencies in the behaviour of NASDAQ stocks. Given that dividend-capture strategies tend
to be transaction-intensive, they become more viable in case of stocks that pay higher
dividends. In this way, these strategies tend to induce a positive relationship between DY and
trading activity. Therefore the two former effects run in opposite directions.

Correia and Amaral (2014) focussed on shares which traded on the São Paulo Stock
Exchange between 1995 and 2010 and reported that less liquid stocks were more likely to pay
higher dividends. Banerjee et al. (2007) empirically found an inverse relationship between a
firm’s stock liquidity and its dividend payouts, and even argued that from the point of view of
traders, dividends and liquidity are considered as substitutes. Despite this, such tendencies
were not confirmed in the context of the Korean market in a study by Lee and Yoon (2017).
Alnaif (2014) found that during the period 2011–2013, dividends did not significantly impact
on the liquidity of stocks comprising the Amman Stock Exchange Index. Ghodrati et al. (2014)
analysed this relationship for a sample of firms traded on the Tehran Stock Exchange and
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found that the nature of the relationship between liquidity and dividend payouts was sensitive
to the adopted liquidity proxy. Similarly, the connection between dividend policies and
securities behaviour may be sensitive to the selected dividend proxy (Camilleri et al., 2019).
Overall, the finance literature does not point at an unambiguous direction regarding the
relationship between DY and trading activity.

Earnings yield (EY). EYs may be expected to take a central role in terms of determining
the trading decisions of market participants. Indeed, stocks are bought with the intention of
participating in the earnings of a firm. These notions are confirmed by Kim and Verrecchia
(1994) who reported that earnings announcements are likely to lead to increased trading
volumes as traders react to the disclosed information.

Assuming that investors behave in a rational way, they prefer high profitability firms
and therefore one may expect them to rebalance their portfolios in line with profitability
ratios, thus causing higher trading activity. The empirical study by Correia and Amaral
(2014) illustrated how the return on sales for Brazilian shares was positively related to
liquidity in terms of the bid-ask spread. Alnaif (2014) considered the stocks comprising the
Amman Stock Exchange Index for the period 2011–2013 and reported that the earnings per
share was positively related to different proxies of liquidity.

Kale and Loon (2011) found a connection between stock liquidity and market power of the
firm, explained by the possibility that firms which enjoy higher market power are more likely
to influence product prices and therefore their stock value is less influenced by order flow.
In their study they measured market power as the relationship between profitability and
market share; and this suggests a positive connection between stock liquidity and company
profitability. Somewhat pertinent is the empirical evidence presented by Atawnah et al. (2018)
conveying a negative relationship between stock liquidity and foreign competition.

Nonetheless, one may also argue that stock trading on the basis of firm profitability
constitutes very rational trading and therefore this category of transactions is likely to be
less prone to excessive trading based on sentiment or overreaction – in this way profitability
characteristics may also be negatively related to trading activity, as empirically found by
Khan et al. (2016) in the context of the Malaysian market. Therefore, the positive relationship
between EY and trading activity conveyed by a cross-section of studies is not universally
supported across the literature.

Growth rate (GR). Finance conventions distinguish between growth stocks and value
stocks, and investors may have different preferences in their stock selection process.
Companies which register higher GRs are inherently attractive, yet they often trade at a
premium and therefore some investors may prefer value stocks. In this way, the GR of an
entity may affect the trading activity of the security. GRs are reported in the finance press,
and those entities registering the highest growth may become more closely followed. As per
Merton (1987) and Falkenstein (1996), a stock’s visibility attracts additional investors.
Furthermore, GR may elicit portfolio rebalancing decisions, for instance when traders divest
of lower-growth entities (Lu et al., 2016). The GR of firms are likely to affect share prices,
since the latter are responsive to the firms’ profitability and expected future growth.
Share trading activity may also be affected as per the model of Bagwell (1991) where
tax-considerations imply that traders who experience a capital gain following higher GR,
have a disincentive to sell shares whereas those who experience losses may be more inclined
to sell their holdings. In the context of the New York Stock Exchange, Sum (2013) found that
during the period 1951–2012, profit growth and share turnover Granger caused each other,
and impulse response functions suggested an initial positive reaction on part of turnover to
profitability fluctuations, which may change at subsequent stages. Overall, the direction of
the relationship between GR and trading activity is still unresolved, partly due to the fact
that some investment styles favour growth stocks whereas others do not.
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Established firms vs recently listed ones (YRS). Various studies suggest that the liquidity
of newly listed firms may differ from that of more established ones. According to Booth and
Chua (1996), IPOs may be underpriced in order to achieve trading interest from a wide cross-
section of investors and this tends to boost the liquidity of newly listed firms. Empirical
evidence which supports this hypothesis was presented by Pham et al. (2003) in the context
of Australian IPOs and Zheng and Li (2008) for NASDAQ IPOs. Chordia et al. (2007) found
that younger firms were more actively traded on the US markets during the period 1963–
2002. In the context of Chinese stocks, Ng and Wu (2006) reported that institutional
investors prefer recently listed firms.

Despite this, some investment philosophies such as those proposed in the classic treatise
by Benjamin Graham and subsequent followers (Graham and Zweig, 2006), tend to favour
investing in more established stocks with consistent dividend payments, since these are
considered as more robust in terms of their ability to withstand temporary economic
turmoil. This would suggest that established firms are more actively sought by traders,
although such preference does not automatically imply additional trading activity if
investors opt to hold such stocks for prolonged periods rather than trading them. Such
notions may explain the mixed evidence found by Ghadamyari et al. (2017) who compared
newly listed firms with more established ones traded on the Tehran Stock Exchange. The
authors noted that newly listed firms were more liquid during a recessionary period, yet
there was no significant difference between groups in a growth period. Overall, the finding
that newly listed firms are more actively traded is not confirmed across all prior studies.

3. Methodology
In this study, we used different ordinary least squares models to inquire which possible trading
activity determinants are significantly related to the cross-sectional variation in the turnover of
the sampled stocks. We estimated regressions both for the individual markets as well as for the
entire sample so that any divergent tendencies across exchanges may be detected, but at
the same time we avoid confining the empirical evidence to one particular location.

We also laid particular importance on robustness checking in order to ensure the
veracity of the reported results. In particular, we used two-step cluster analysis to
sub-divide the sampled stocks into three groups to inquire whether results differ across
sub-samples. As an additional form of robustness checking, we estimated more than one
version of most models, in order to minimise the possibility that data sampled across
different exchanges might prove incompatible. For instance, given that the CAP may differ
materially across the sampled venues, the original data were transformed in different ways
to obtain more consistent yardsticks. Therefore, in some estimations we used CAP as a
percentage of the total market CAP for the respective exchange, while in other models we
took the CAP rankings of the sampled stocks within the particular market. In those cases
where we do not report all the estimations, we disclose the model which features the highest
explanatory power.

Finally, we used factor analysis to re-group the liquidity determinants into factors to obtain a
more succinct insight regarding trading activity influencers. Factor analysis is a data reduction
technique which groups a number of related variables into a smaller number of factors, so that
one may identify tendencies which may be difficult to discern in larger data sets.

4. Data
Our sample was collated through a selection of 172 stocks trading on the London
Stock Exchange, the Madrid Stock Exchange, the Malta Stock Exchange and the Vienna
Stock Exchange as at October 2017. We selected these four European trading venues to
capture a cross-section of well-established and novel markets with a diverse background.
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As per the Federation of European Stock Exchanges (2017), the turnover for these markets
for the month of October 2017 was as follows: London Stock Exchange – Euro 170,641m;
Madrid Stock Exchange – Euro 62,089m; Vienna Stock Exchange – Euro 2,887m; and
Malta Stock Exchange – Euro 12m. When these turnover statistics were ranked from
highest to lowest amongst 22 European markets for which data were available from the
same source, the sampled exchanges ranked as follows: London Stock Exchange – 1; Madrid
Stock Exchange – 7; Vienna Stock Exchange – 11; Malta Stock Exchange – 20. Similarly, as
per the World Economic Forum (2017), we may note that the sampled markets feature a
comprehensive range of rankings (amongst 137 countries) in terms of the likelihood of
companies to issue securities: UK – 3; Austria – 28; Malta – 29; and Spain – 65. This
suggests that our sampled venues capture a diversity of sizes and stages of development.

We randomly selected 50 stocks trading on each exchange, except for the Malta Stock
Exchange where the number of listed securities stood at 22 and therefore, we included all the
stocks. All equities traded on a particular stock exchange were observed on a specific day
for the sake of consistency, as specified below. Data were obtained from the websites of the
exchanges, and other firm-specific information was obtained from the financial statements
of the respective companies. The variables used in the estimated models were setup as
outlined hereunder.

We selected the turnover (in currency) for each sampled stock on a given day as a proxy
for trading activity, as detailed below. This yardstick was regularly used as a trading
activity/liquidity proxy in prior studies such as Chordia et al. (2001), Glaser and Weber
(2007) and Moriyasu et al. (2018). Indeed, Lo and Wang (2000) contended that share turnover
is the most suitable indicator of trading activity, and it yields the clearest insights if
two-fund separation theorem holds. In modelling trading activity, we started with the
turnover for each company on the following days: 11 October 2017 for the London Stock
Exchange, 31 October 2017 for the Madrid Stock Exchange, 4 October 2017 for the Malta
Stock Exchange and 13 October 2017 for the Vienna Stock Exchange. Given that the
yardstick was calculated as at these particular days, there is the possibility that such
observations may not represent the usual volumes of a typical trading day, yet in view of
the number of stocks which we consider we would not expect that such limitation ought to
compromise the validity of the study[1]. The trading activity yardstick for each stock was
then computed as the turnover for the stock as a percentage of the total equity turnover on
the respective exchange on the particular day. Similarly, the CAP values for each stock were
modelled as a percentage of the total CAP for the particular day. We computed percentages
(rather than taking amounts in currency) to enable a better comparison across the respective
markets, in view of the fact that the daily trading activity and typical CAP may vary
considerably across the sampled stock exchanges[2]. DYs were extracted from the financial
statements of the respective firms.

Since the EY and the company GRs were not readily available, they were computed
using the following formulae:

EY ¼ Earnings Per Share2016=Share Price as at above sampling dates; (1)

GR ¼ Rev2016–Rev2015ð Þ=Rev2015; (2)

where Revn is the revenue of the firm for year n.
In order to distinguish between recently listed firms and more established ones, we

created a dummy variable (YRS) which took a value of one in case of shares listed since five
years or more and zero otherwise.
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5. Estimations
We commence our empirical analysis by estimating regressions for the respective stock
exchanges, with trading turnover modelled as a function of the selected possible
determinants. Results summarised in Table I show that CAP is the only significant variable
in case of London, Madrid and Malta, whereas YRS is significant in case of Vienna[3].

When estimating further models on the entire sample of stocks, we applied different
transformations to the data to address possible inconsistencies across markets. For
instance, due to the differences in the number of stocks traded across the sampled
exchanges, a given turnover percentage on one market could represent a different level of
trading activity in the context of another exchange. In this way, we also estimated models
where we used the trading activity rankings within the particular country, where the
trading activity yardstick for each stock stood between 1 and 50[4]. In addition we estimated
other models, where all the variables were converted to rankings (except for the dummy
variable YRS where the possible values of 0 and 1 were already consistent across markets).
Results reported in Table II show that the first version of the model (using the original data
without any transformations) has the highest explanatory power, and the variables CAP
and YRS are statistically significant in at least one model specification. This is somewhat in
line with the insights obtained from the regressions estimated for the respective exchanges.

In order to check whether the latter results may differ materially across the stocks, we
split the sample into three groups, using a two-step clustering procedure[5]. Summary
information about the clusters is shown in Table III where we note that each cluster includes
stocks from all the sampled countries. The first cluster is the one which has highest average
trading activity, the highest average CAP of stocks and lowest EYs. The third cluster
features the lowest trading activity and overall high GRs. All the stocks which were listed
since less than five years (except for one case) were assigned to this group. Given that all
stocks in the third cluster had a YRS dummy equal to 0, and most stocks in the first and
second cluster had a YRS dummy equal to 1, this variable could not be used in the
subsequent regressions for the clusters, given that it was practically constant within the
respective groups.

Intercept GR YRS DY EY CAP %

London Stock Exchange
−3.2E−07 4.6E−10 2.3E−06 −9.2E−07 7.7E−09 5.1E−05
−0.09 0.04 0.58 −0.85 0.11 10.73***

R2¼ 0.7351 Adjusted R2¼ 0.7050

Madrid Stock Exchange
−6E-05 5E−07 2E−05 −4E−05 −7E−07 13.4354
−0.33 0.34 0.09 −1.22 −0.13 9.19***

R2¼ 0.6654 Adjusted R2¼ 0.6273

Malta Stock Exchange
3.4468 0.1167 −0.4802 −0.5215 −0.1988 0.5398
1.83* 0.92 −0.23 −0.74 −1.24 2.74**

R2¼ 0.4072 Adjusted R2¼ 0.2219

Vienna Stock Exchange
−0.1763 0.0049 2.4548 0.0920 −0.0242 0.0596
−0.27 0.38 3.71*** 0.69 −1.05 0.17

R2¼ 0.3095 Adjusted R2¼ 0.2310
Notes: Coefficients are shown on top and t-ratios are reported underneath. *,**,***Significant at the 90, 95
and 99 per cent levels of confidence, respectively

Table I.
Trading activity
regressions for

individual exchanges
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We estimated three different models for each cluster, using data in their original format and
other estimations featuring the transformations noted above. For the sake of brevity, we
only report the version using original data since it achieved the highest collective
explanatory power (Table IV ). CAP is the variable which features the highest level of
significance in these models; in case of the second and the third cluster it is significant at the
95 and 99 per cent levels, respectively, whilst in the first cluster it registered the highest t-
ratio. As for the other estimations which we do not report in the table, DY was significant at
the 90 per cent level in one estimation for the first cluster, whereas CAP was significant at
the 99 per cent level in an estimation on the second cluster, and at the 90 per cent level in an
estimation for the third cluster.

Given that the first cluster only comprised 18 stocks, and that one evident difference
between clusters was in terms of the dummy variable YRS, we also split the entire sample in
two groups – the first one with stocks listed since less than five years, and another
comprising stocks with an earlier listing. We re-estimated a series of regressions using these
two different sub-samples; again, omitting the variable YRS since its value was uniform
within the sub-groups. As previously, we estimated three different versions of the model for

Intercept GR YRS DY EY CAP%

Dependent variable specified as % trading turnover
0.1329 −0.0004 0.6574 −0.0937 −0.0014 0.6394
0.45 −0.26 2.09** −1.28 −0.15 10.57***

R2¼ 0.4187 Adjusted R2¼ 0.4012

Dependent variable specified as trading turnover rank
14.5117 0.0092 12.7065 0.7181 0.0745 0.6188
6.96*** 0.75 5.68*** 1.38 1.15 1.44

R2¼ 0.1964 Adjusted R2¼ 0.1722

All Variables specified as ranks (except YRS dummy variable)
3.9403 0.0468 2.7512 0.0832 0.0599 0.4811
1.10 0.61 0.96 1.16 0.73 5.79***

R2¼ 0.3433 Adjusted R2¼ 0.3150
Notes: Coefficients are shown on top and t-ratios are reported underneath. **,***Significant at the 95 and
99 per cent levels of confidence, respectively

Table II.
Trading activity
regressions for entire
sample (three different
versions)

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

Number of Stocks 18 103 51
London Stock Exchange 6 33 11
Madrid Stock Exchange 2 40 8
Malta Stock Exchange 8 9 5
Vienna Stock Exchange 2 21 27

Average Average Average
Trading turnover % 4.032 0.609 0.335
GR 5.566* 7.529 22.796
DY % 0.931 2.043 1.568
EY % −4.621 4.938 4.058
CAP % 4.399 0.184 0.578
YRS 0.944 1.000 0.000
Notes: *The reported growth average for Cluster 1 was computed after eliminating an outlier observation.
When including the outlier observation, the GR for this cluster was 60.8 per cent

Table III.
Summary information
for the three clusters
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each group but report the one using untransformed data since it featured the highest
explanatory power overall. As shown in Table V, CAP is significant at the 99 per cent level
of confidence for both groups, whereas the other variables are insignificant.

As a final step in our inquiry, we used factor analysis to convert the variables into a
smaller number of factors to estimate more succinct models. In factor analysis, it is
particularly important that the variables are consistent with one another, and therefore we
used the rank data for all variables except the dummy YRS. In case of the latter variable, we
scaled it proportionally to the ranks by assigning a value of 17 for the zero observations, and
a value of 33 for the one observations. Before estimating the factors using the Principal Axis
Method, we checked the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy which was
0.540 and the p-value of the Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity which was 0.0009, indicating that
the pre-conditions to conduct a meaningful factor analysis were satisfied. The variables
were grouped into two factors as shown in Table VI Panel A. Factors 1 and 2 account for
23.3 and 8.6 per cent of the variation in the data, respectively.

Factor 1 is mostly correlated with DY, EY and CAP and given that all these variables
were modelled as ranks and positively loaded in the factor, they were added together to be
modelled as a single variable. Both the yields and CAP are related to the profitability of a
firm, and we therefore label this factor as “Profitability”. Factor 2 is mainly correlated to the
other two variables: GR (which is positively loaded) and YRS (which is negatively loaded).
The fact that the two variables run in the opposite direction within this factor, could be

Intercept GR DY EY CAP %

Cluster 1
1.5522 −0.0014 0.9876 0.0031 0.3773
1.07 −0.29 0.92 0.12 1.42

R2¼ 0.4379 Adjusted R2¼ 0.2650

Cluster 2
0.8792 −0.0045 −0.1276 −0.0165 0.5729
3.62*** −0.81 −1.57 −0.67 2.29**

R2¼ 0.0918 Adjusted R2¼ 0.0548

Cluster 3
0.0723 −0.0009 −0.0530 0.0062 0.5903
0.29 −0.29 −0.70 0.26 3.18***

R2¼ 0.2004 Adjusted R2¼ 0.1309
Notes: Coefficients are shown on top and t-ratios are reported underneath. **,***Significant at the 95 and
99 per cent levels of confidence, respectively

Table IV.
Trading activity
regressions for

separate stock clusters

Intercept GR DY EY CAP %

Stocks listed since less than five years
0.0584 −0.0001 −0.0518 0.0043 0.5966
0.24 −0.09 −0.69 0.19 3.28***

R2¼ 0.2002 Adjusted R2¼ 0.1321

Stocks listed since five years or more
0.8728 −0.0036 −0.1267 −0.0014 0.6431
3.03*** −0.46 −1.16 −0.14 9.22***

R2¼ 0.4270 Adjusted R2¼ 0.4071
Notes: Coefficients are shown on top and t-ratios are reported underneath. ***Significant at the 99 per cent
level of confidence

Table V.
Trading Activity

regressions for stocks
grouped by the

number of years listed
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related to the conjecture that newly established firms enjoy higher GRs. We therefore label
this factor as “Track Record”. We combine the two variables in a single factor by
multiplying the YRS dummy value by 25, and then subtracting the answer from the growth
rank for each firm[6]. In this way the GR rank was adjusted to take the YRS dummy variable
into account, using a metric value which is comparable to the former rank[7]. We then
estimated a regression where the dependent variable was the trading turnover rank, and the
two factors were specified as explanatory variables. Results shown in Table VI Panel B
indicate that both factors are significant at the 99 per cent level.

In Table VII we summarise the statistical significance of the variables which were
included in all the above estimations. It is evident that CAP is the variable which proved
significant in most models, and YRS ranks thereafter. DY was significant in two estimations
which were not reported for the sake of brevity.

The main empirical findings may be summarised as follows:

• when modelling the trading activity determinants for the separate exchanges, CAP
was the only significant variable in case of the London, Madrid and Maltese markets,
whereas YRS was the only significant determinant in case of the Viennese market;

• assessing the determinants using the combined data set, their significance differed
depending on the transformations done to the data, however, CAP emerged as the
determinant with highest significance, whilst YRS ranked thereafter;

• when splitting the sample into three clusters, CAP retained its prime importance as a
trading activity determinant;

• similarly, CAP remained the only significant variable after splitting the entire sample
in terms of stocks listed since less than five years, vs others; and

• when the determinants were grouped together through factor analysis, the emerging
factors which we called “Profitability” and “Track Record” were both significant at
the 99 per cent level in accounting for the cross-sectional variation in trading activity.

These insights are further discussed in the concluding section.

6. Conclusion
This study focussed on stock trading turnover to investigate the relative importance of five
possible trading activity determinants: CAP, DY, EY, GR and YRS. We compiled a sample of

Panel A: factor loadings
Variable Factor 1: profitability Factor 2: track record
YRS 0.08 −0.40
DY rank 0.89 −0.19
EY rank 0.41 0.13
CAP rank 0.44 0.27
GR rank 0.08 0.38

Panel B: trading activity regression using factors as explanatory variables
Intercept Factor 1: profitability Factor 2: track record
17.5271 0.1294 −0.1749
7.25*** 4.35*** −3.36***

R2¼ 0.1456 Adjusted R2¼ 0.1355
Notes: Factor 1 was specified as the addition of the ranks of DY, EY and CAP; Factor 2 was specified by
multiplying the YRS dummy variable value by 25 and subtracting the result from the GR rank (refer to Notes
5 and 6); coefficients are shown on top and t-ratios are reported underneath. ***Significant at the 99 per cent
level of confidence

Table VI.
Grouping the
variables into factors
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172 equities which traded on four different exchanges during October 2017: London Stock
Exchange, Bolsa De Madrid, Malta Stock Exchange and Vienna Stock Exchange. These
four venues capture a variety of liquidity levels and stages of market development within
the European context. In view of the differences in trading activity across these venues we
also transformed the variable data into rankings, although we obtained higher explanatory
power using data in their original format. We estimated models both for the individual
exchanges as well as on the whole sample. In addition, we split the sample in two different
ways to inquire about the consistency across sub-groups.

Overall, our results suggest that market capitalisation is the characteristic which mostly
explains the cross-sectional variation in trading activity, and we noted a positive relationship
in line with prior studies. The difference between established and newly listed firms
(approximated by the dummy variable YRS) also proved significant in a number of
estimations, and it may be ranked as the second most important in our sample. Despite this,
the variable was omitted in the estimations on the sub-samples since the latter featured a
practically uniform cross-section of its possible binary observations. In most estimations, the
sign of the coefficient suggests that recently listed firms are less actively traded, although this
was not applicable to all trading venues. This echoes the mixed insights of prior literature. It is
pertinent to mention that dividends (approximated by the variable DY) were significant at the
90 per cent level in two estimations which we did not report for the sake of brevity, and in
these cases, there was a positive relationship. This runs counter to the traditional thought that
higher dividends serve as a compensation for lower liquidity (Griffin, 2010).

Variables DY EY CAP GR YRS

Individual exchange estimations
London ***
Madrid ***
Malta **
Vienna ***

Entire sample estimations
Original Variables *** **
Liquidity modelled as a rank ***
All variables modelled as a rank (Except for dummy variable) ***

Estimations for three separate clustersa

Cluster 1 *U omitted
Cluster 2 *** omitted
Cluster 3 *** omitted

Estimations for stock groups distinguished in terms of number of years Listeda

YRS Dummy ¼ 0 *** omitted
YRS Dummy ¼ 1 *U *** omitted

Entire sample estimations with factors as explanatory variables
Factors Factor 1: profitability Factor 2: track

record
All country models *** ***
Notes: In this summary, we abstract from the different variable specifications used throughout the paper, i.e.
we do not distinguish between the instances where a particular variable was modelled in its original format,
as a percentage, or as a rank. aDifferent versions of the model were estimated as specified in the text. In this
table, we report the highest statistical significance for each variable, across the different versions (including
those not reported in the paper denoted with a U). *,**,***Significant at the 90, 95 and 99 per cent levels of
confidence, respectively

Table VII.
Summary of variable
significance across all
regression estimations
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We also applied factor analysis to re-group the variables into two factors using the Principal
Axis Method. The first factor which we called “Profitability” comprised DY, EY and CAP and
was positively related to trading activity. The second factor comprised the other two variables:
GR (which was positively loaded) and YRS (which was negatively loaded). We conjectured that
this could be related to the possibility that newly established firms enjoy higher GRs. We
labelled this factor as “Track Record” and it proved negatively related to trading volumes;
suggesting that older listings attract more trades whilst growth stocks attract less trading
volumes (possibly due to higher perceived risk). Both the “Profitability” and “Track Record”
factors were highly significant in explaining the cross-sectional variation in trading activity.

We believe that this research area and our results in particular are of noteworthy pertinence
to market practitioners. One main factor which explains the interest in trading volumes is that
it constitutes an important determinant of liquidity (Brennan and Subrahmanyam, 1996) and
the latter may be expected to affect asset prices (Bekaert et al., 2007) and the cost of capital from
the point of view of securities issuers (Amihud and Mendelson, 1986). Trading volumes and
liquidity are of central importance for exchanges since they directly impact on generated
revenues and account for the relative standing of the venues across the financial sphere.
Traders are also interested in volumes and liquidity since these impact on the trading costs and
overall feasibility of a strategy. Traders who are interested in the longer-term liquidity of an
asset may get an indication as to whether the current liquidity levels are sustainable in view of
the liquidity determinants which we explored in this paper. Similarly, trading venues, securities
underwriters and prospective issuers may formulate opinions about the subsequent liquidity of
an issue of securities by analysing such determinants together with others. Hereunder, we
discuss select insights of this study in the context of the individual characteristics and the
policies adopted by the respective trading venues comprising our sample.

6.1 The London Stock Exchange
This venue is the most prolific amongst the sampled ones in terms of turnover and trading
history. As exchanges mature, they often seek to get involved in additional products such as
exchange-traded funds and derivatives. In this way, the liquidity and related pricing process
of securities takes on a new importance in the context of this exchange, as these are likely to
form the underlying basis of novel product lines.

6.2 The Madrid Stock Exchange
Assessing the trading activity levels of prospective securities issues may be particularly
important in case of this venue, given that as per theWorld Economic Forum (2017), Spain ranks
rather low in terms of the likelihood of companies to issue securities, as compared to the other
venues in our sample. Given this, trading activity determinants may be used to attract or to offer
incentives to the category of entities which is most likely to generate trading interest.

6.3 The Malta Stock Exchange
This venue is one of the smallest in Europe, and there may only be limited potential for new
listing activity in view of the island’s small economy. In this way, the venue’s efforts to
attract trading activity from overseas entities is sensible. One way in which such objective is
being pursued is through the “Prospects” multilateral trading facility, where new start-ups
may raise funding, at least until they develop the track record entailed to enlist on the main
market. Indeed, as per our results the “Track Record” factor was a highly significant
determinant of trading activity, and therefore the overall viability of a securities issue.

6.4 The Vienna Stock Exchange
In case of this venue, our results point at different trends when compared to other markets, in
that the main liquidity determinant was the number of years listed, rather than capitalisation.
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This suggests that different markets may vary in terms of their characteristics, and
therefore venues should avoid the replication of policies adopted by peers, in the absence
of a thorough evaluation.

The above insights should be interpreted in the context of the limitations of this study. In
particular, the data for the respective markets were compiled as a snapshot on a specific
trading day which may not be representative of the underlying behaviour of the sampled
stocks. In addition, one would expect trading activity to be influenced by additional
elements such as company announcements and utilitarian trading which we do not account
for in this paper. Similarly, various other aspects could impact on stock trading within a
particular venue and these include spillovers in between markets (Cuardo Sáez et al., 2009;
Camilleri, 2010), behavioural biases (Gervais and Odean, 2001; Khan et al., 2016), the
difference between newly setup markets and more established ones (Miles, 2005; Camilleri
and Galea, 2009), the trading setup (Hendershott and Moulton, 2011; Camilleri, 2015) and
seasonality (Camilleri, 2008; Shahani and Sharma, 2018).

Our results also point at further research potential. In particular, the observation
that DYs, EYs and GRs did not emerge as important trading activity determinants
could be counter-checked by additional research considering other markets. A possible
refinement on our methodology may be the application of data envelopment analysis,
where the trading activity may be treated as an “output” whereas the determinants are
modelled as “inputs”. In this way, one could analyse the characteristics of the group of
stocks which lies near the “efficient frontier” as opposed to others. In addition,
the availability of larger data sets offers further potential for using data mining
techniques to better understand how the former liquidity determinants together with
others, interact to influence the trading process. In addition, researchers may investigate
any heterogeneity effects in between markets by accounting for the differences in the
respective trading procedures.

Notes

1. It is unlikely that several stocks experience atypical behaviour simultaneously in the absence of
abnormal events. We therefore double-checked our sampling days to ensure that these did not
coincide with such occurrences. No abnormal events were noted during the sampling days,
although in case of Spain, the referendum relating to the independence of Catalonia caused market
concerns, and some listed firms announced their intention to re-locate out of the region during the
earlier days of the month. The empirical results reported subsequently in the paper suggest that in
case of the Madrid Stock Exchange, the trends which we are interested in were essentially in line
with those of other sampled venues. This provides reassurance that the former occurrence did not
exert material impacts on the main insights emanating from our study.

2. In those cases where exchanges did not provide a total turnover or market capitalisation for
the particular trading day, the monthly total turnover or market capitalisation was divided by the
23 trading days to obtain a daily average.

3. We also estimated more succinct models for each country by successively eliminating the least
significant variables, however, there were no further variables which proved significant in
the subsequent estimations. In particular, despite the possible correlation between DY and EY, the
latter variables were still insignificant when they were not included in the same model.

4. The ranks for Malta ran from 1 to 22 given that there were only 22 sampled stocks. To achieve
rankings which are arithmetically comparable with those of the other countries, the ranks for
Maltese stocks were divided by 22 and multiplied by 50.

5. The clustering procedure took into account all the six variables used in this study and these were
specified in their original version, with trading turnover modelled as a percentage.

6. The value 25 was chosen since it falls within the middle of the ranking range (1–50).
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7. We tried different possible methods of combining these two variables in one factor, and
we are reporting the version which resulted in the highest explanatory power in subsequent
regression estimations.
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